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For the structural assessment of concrete bridges, the non-linear finite-element method has become an important

and increasingly used tool. The method has shown a great potential to reveal higher load-carrying capacity

compared with conventional assessment methods. However, the modelling method used for reinforced and

prestressed concrete members subjected to shear and torsion has been questioned. The aim of this study is to

present an analysis method for evaluation of the load-carrying capacity of prestressed concrete bridges, when

failure resulting from shear and torsion is the main problem. The modelling method used was previously worked out

and verified for shear-type cracking and shear failure. Here, shell elements with embedded reinforcement were used

together with non-linear material models, taking into account the fracture energy of cracking plain concrete and

the reduction of the concrete compression strength owing to lateral tensile strain. Analyses with the method

proposed have shown to predict the shear response and the shear capacity on the safe side. In the work presented

here, the load-carrying capacity of a box-girder bridge was evaluated as a case study. The whole bridge was

modelled, but only the part that was most critical to shear and torsion was modelled according to the method

previously worked out and was combined with beam elements for the rest of the bridge. The case study showed a

substantially higher load-carrying capacity for the bridge compared with the assessment with conventional methods.

In the evaluation, several possible safety formats were used in combination with the non-linear finite-element

method. It was shown that the format using partial safety factors gave unrealistic conservative results; it is more

correct to use the semi-probabilistic formats for non-linear finite-element analysis.

Notation

Ac concrete area: m2

B bogie load of type vehicle: N

Ec modulus of elasticity of concrete: Pa

Ep modulus of elasticity of prestressing steel: Pa

Es modulus of elasticity of reinforcing steel: Pa

fcc concrete compressive strength: Pa

fct concrete tensile strength: Pa

fd design strength: Pa

fk characteristic strength: Pa

fm mean strength: Pa

fp tensile strength of prestressing steel: Pa

fu ultimate strength of reinforcing or

prestressing steel: Pa

fy yield strength of reinforcement: Pa

Gf concrete fracture energy: N/m

h characteristic length: m

P force: N

Rd design resistance: N

Rk characteristic resistance: N

Rm mean resistance: N

sm mean crack spacing: m

Æ sensitivity factor

� reliability index

ª0 global safety factor

ªc partial safety factor for concrete

ªm partial safety factor material

ªn partial safety factor for action

ªs partial factor for reinforcing or prestressing

steel

�1 average principal tensile strain

�3 average principal compressive strain

�cr
enn,ult ultimate crack strain

� dynamic multiplication factor

r reinforcement amount

�1 principal tensile stress: Pa
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�3 principal compressive stress: Pa

� diameter or reinforcement bar: m

Introduction

Large investments have been made in infrastructure,

and the present stock of bridges represents a huge asset

for society. Therefore, maintenance and upgrading of

bridges are very important. Since most concrete bridges

were designed and constructed, the traffic loads have

increased and many bridges are subjected to higher

loads than originally designed for. In the future, it is

likely that the traffic load demands will further in-

crease. The bridges’ condition has also deteriorated

owing to the environment or accidents. Hence, it is

important to be able to upgrade the existing bridges

and to ensure that they perform properly under the

increased loads with respect to their actual condition.

Today, many bridges are strengthened or replaced be-

cause their reliability cannot be guaranteed based on

the structural assessments made. Large savings, both

economic and environmental, would be possible if

more correct and reliable assessments were made.

The principal aims of design and assessment of con-

crete bridges are the same: to demonstrate that the

bridge has the required load-carrying capacity and per-

formance under service conditions. However, in design,

there are large uncertainties in the overall behaviour, the

material properties and the loads, and a conservative

design can be made without great cost. In assessment of

existing bridges, some of the uncertainties can be re-

duced by measurements, testing and monitoring. A too

conservative assessment may give a misapprehension

that the requirements are unfulfilled, with unnecessary

strengthening or demolition as a consequence. There-

fore, it is important to predict the load-carrying capacity

as appropriately as possible by using more enhanced

assessment methods. There are several advanced meth-

ods suitable for bridge design or assessment; see for

example Mokhtar and Ghail,1 Shushkewich,2 Picard and

Massicotte,3 Shushkewich4 and Sustainable Bridges.5

Advanced simulations by means of non-linear finite-

element (FE) analysis of concrete structures are now

well established for research within structural engineer-

ing. It is also increasingly used in engineering practice

for assessment of existing concrete bridges. An over-

view of structural assessment of bridges with the finite-

element method (FEM) is presented in Sustainable

Bridges.5 The number of references within the area is

rather limited: Huria et al.,6 Chowdhury and Ray,7

Shahrooz et al.,8 Ho and Shahrooz9 and Song et al.10

The assessments made by Plos,11 and Plos and

Gylltoft12,13 have shown a great potential to reveal

higher load-carrying capacities compared with conven-

tional assessment methods. It is also stated in Sustain-

able Bridges5 that non-linear analysis is the analysis

method with the highest potential for discovering any

additional sources for load-carrying capacity of con-

crete bridges. Non-linear analysis gives the possibility

to resemble the redistribution of sectional forces in

statically undetermined structures. Also the redistribu-

tion of internal stresses can be simulated by including

the fracture energy associated with cracking concrete.

Both govern the higher load-carrying capacity shown.

The structural effects utilised to achieve a higher capa-

city for previously assessed bridges have mainly been

associated with bending moment and normal forces.

Plos and Gylltoft13 have also shown a higher load-

carrying capacity for a bridge where shear and torsion

governed the failure. However, the modelling method

used in these FE analyses was not verified and the

results were brought into question. Non-linear FE ana-

lyses of concrete members with vertical shear rein-

forcement subjected to shear have been reported by

several researchers, for example Ayoub and Filippou,14

Yamamoto and Vecchio,15 Vecchio and Shim16 and

Kettil et al.17 These analyses were made to verify estab-

lished material models or developed FE programs. A

commercial FE program, usable by engineers in daily

practice, has not been adopted. Therefore, in a previous

study by the current authors, tests of shear panels and

beams were analysed with such a non-linear FE pro-

gram to examine the reliability of the methods and to

develop a verified methodology that gives a lower

bound value of the load-carrying capacity in cases of

shear and torsion; see Broo et al.18 To evaluate the

proposed methodology further, and to verify its applic-

ability and reliability for assessment of bridges, the

load-carrying capacity of a prestressed concrete box

girder bridge was evaluated in a case study and is

presented in the current paper.

The aim of this study is to show how the modelling

method, worked out in Broo et al.,18 can be used for

assessment of a prestressed concrete bridge subjected

to shear and torsion. The objective was not only to

evaluate the load-carrying capacity but also to follow

the response and to estimate the failure mode. Engi-

neers using commercial non-linear FE programs, not

particularly designed for shear analysis, should be able

to use the method in their daily practice. The Källösund

Bridge, used for the case study, has previously been

evaluated by Plos and Gylltoft.13 The evaluation pre-

sented here was, compared with the previous one, im-

proved in several respects. For instance, the modelling

method used has been verified, the final loading was

made in a deformation-controlled process, and long-

term effects such as creep were taken into account.

A general problem when using non-linear FE analy-

sis for structural assessment is how to determine the

reliability of the load-carrying capacity. Possible alter-

native safety formats suitable for non-linear analysis

are presented in EN 1992-2,19 in Sustainable Bridges5

and by Cervenka et al.20 In this study semi-

probabilistic formats according to Sustainable Bridges5

were used and compared with deterministic formats.

Broo et al.
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Structural assessment of the shear

response in concrete bridges

Shear response and shear failure

Both shear forces and torsional moments cause shear

stresses that can result in cracks in a concrete member.

Cracks owing to shear stresses are usually inclined rel-

ative to the direction of the reinforcement. To satisfy

the new equilibrium after shear cracking, longitudinal

reinforcement and transverse reinforcement or friction

in the crack are required. The visual shear cracks are

preceded by the formation of micro-cracks. The micro-

cracking and the following crack formation change the

stiffness relations in the member, and a redistribution

of stresses can occur resulting in strut inclinations

smaller than 458; see Hegger et al.21 Owing to the

rotation of the struts, more transverse reinforcement

can be activated. This behaviour becomes more pro-

nounced when the transverse reinforcement starts to

yield. The rotation of the compressive struts can con-

tinue until failure. Possible failure modes in shear are

(a) sliding along a shear crack and (b) crushing of the

concrete between two shear cracks. In the case of

transverse reinforcement, shear sliding cannot take

place before the transverse reinforcement yields. An

important objective of shear and torsion design, in

addition to providing the required load-carrying capa-

city, is to avoid a sudden failure of the structural

member. It is also necessary to predict the behaviour in

the serviceability limit state (SLS)—that is, deforma-

tions and crack widths under service load conditions.

Structural assessment

The objective of a structural assessment of an exist-

ing bridge is to assess whether the requirements of

serviceability and load-carrying capacity are fulfilled

with sufficient reliability. Assessment of a bridge usual-

ly means to determine, by calculations, a theoretical

value of the axle load A and bogie load B for a type

vehicle (see for example Vägverket22) that the bridge

can resist. The assessment can also be used to deter-

mine regions with insufficient load-carrying capacities,

as a basis for design of strengthening.

Sustainable Bridges5 presents an assessment strategy

for enhanced evaluation of load-carrying capacity of

existing bridges. The assessment of an existing bridge

is preferably made by using analysis methods on differ-

ent levels with increasing accuracy and complexity. In

an initial assessment, a linear analysis of the structural

system is usually made to determine cross-sectional

forces and moments. In this analysis, all possible load

combinations, type vehicles and traffic load positions

are evaluated. For each cross-section the maximum

cross-sectional forces are presented and the resistance

of the cross-section is calculated with conventional de-

sign methods.

Design and assessment for shear and torsion are

currently still commonly made by using simplified ana-

lytical or empirical design methods. For members with

shear reinforcement these are based on the truss model;

see Figure 1. It is well known that, for shear-reinforced

concrete members, the shear capacity is larger than

what can be explained by the reinforcement contribu-

tion determined from a truss model. The truss model

can be combined with a concrete contribution, compen-

sating for the difference in shear capacity found in tests

and theoretically calculated capacities. The concrete

contribution is empirical, but accounts for the shear

transferred in the compression zone and across the

crack. The influencing parameters are the softening of

cracking concrete, the bond between reinforcement and

concrete, the aggregate interlocking in the crack, and

the dowel action provided by the reinforcement; see

Figure 1. The methods based on the truss model are

only valid in the ultimate limit state (ULS)—that is,

they can only predict the ultimate shear capacity.

To predict also the shear response, more enhanced

methods are needed, such as the modified compression

field theory (MCFT) of Vecchio and Collins,23 or the

softened-truss models of Pang and Hsu.24,25 These

methods are based on a smeared approach—that is, the

influences of cracks are smeared over a region and the

calculations are made with average stresses and average

Fsv

Fc

Fcw Md

Vd

Fs

(b)

Vcc

Va

Vd

Vc

(c)

Vd

R
(a)

Figure 1. Models describing the transition of shear force

after cracking. (a) and (b) The truss model. (c) The concrete

contribution term Vc is empirical but accounts for the shear

transferred in the compression zone and in the crack: the

softening of cracking concrete, the tension stiffening, the

aggregate interlocking and dowel action
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strains. Stress equilibrium, strain compatibility and con-

stitutive laws are used to predict the shear force for

chosen strains. The constitutive laws needed for the

concrete response are established from shear panel

tests. These constitutive relationships can be seen as a

way of including the concrete contribution. However,

both the truss models and these more enhanced meth-

ods use sectional forces determined from an indepen-

dent overall structural analysis.

If needed, the assessment can be refined with more

accurate analysis methods, improved input data and

more appropriate safety formats. In Plos et al.26 the use

of probabilistic analysis, FE analysis, alternative design

methods and combinations of these were presented for

two prestressed box-girder bridges, including the bridge

used for the case study presented here.

Safety format

The design resistance Rd—that is, the load-carrying

capacity with sufficient reliability, can be estimated

according to various safety formats; see Sustainable

Bridges5 and Cervenka et al.20 The safety format can

be fully probabilistic, semi-probabilistic or determinis-

tic. Some of the formats presented in Sustainable

Bridges5 were used and compared in this study and are

therefore briefly presented below.

A commonly used method to estimate the design

resistance is to use safety formats presented in codes,

such as the partial safety factor method. These formats

are generally developed for section analysis with the

sectional forces often determined through linear analy-

sis. However, reducing the material strength properties

with partial safety factors will, in a non-linear analysis,

influence not only the resistance of the structure but

also the distribution of sectional forces and internal

stresses. The design resistance is determined by an

analysis using material properties calculated with par-

tial safety factors, for all input material parameters.

Rd ¼ r( f d, . . .) (1)

This format gives a deterministic value of the load-

carrying capacity. As previously stated, this is a concep-

tually doubtful method in combination with non-linear

analysis. This method is likely to give conservative

results, but it may also be an unsafe method, at least in

some theoretical cases. Furthermore, it may cause devia-

tions in structural response; for example, the failure

mode may change compared with a scenario where more

realistic material properties were used.

The most appropriate way to determine the design

resistance for an existing bridge would be to perform a

fully probabilistic non-linear analysis. This requires

several deterministic non-linear analyses for random

sets of input variables such as material properties,

geometry, support conditions and loading. A less de-

manding way is to use a semi-probabilistic format. In

Sustainable Bridges5 and Cervenka et al.20 a format

based on semi-probabilistic estimation of the variation

coefficient of resistance, the ECOV method, is pro-

posed. For this method two non-linear analyses are

needed, one with mean and one with characteristic

material properties, fm and fk respectively. The load-

carrying capacities determined with the analyses are

used to evaluate a global safety factor, ª0, according to

Equations 2 and 3

ª0 ¼ exp ÆR�VRð Þ � exp 0:8 3 4:7VRð Þ

� exp 3:76VRð Þ
(2)

Here, Æ is the sensitivity factor for resistance reliability

and � is the reliability index. Typical values are

Æ ¼ 0.8 and � ¼ 4.7 according to Cervenka et al.20

VR ¼ 1

1:65
ln

Rm

Rk

� �
(3)

where

Rm ¼ r fm, . . .ð Þ (4)

Rk ¼ r fk, . . .ð Þ (5)

The design resistance, Rd, is then estimated by dividing

the resistance evaluated with mean material properties,

Rm, by the global safety factor

Rd ¼ Rm

ª0

(6)

Another semi-probabilistic format is presented in EN

1992-2.19 Here, fictive material properties (see Equa-

tions 7 to 10) are used in one analysis to determine the

load-carrying capacity, which then is divided by a glo-

bal safety factor, ª0 ¼ 1.27, to estimate the design

resistance

Rd ¼ r ~ffym, ~ff cm, . . .
� �

=ª0 (7)

where

~ff ym ¼ 1:1 fyk for reinforcing steel yield strength (8)

~ff pm ¼ 1:1 fpk

for prestressing steel yield strength
(9)

~ff cm ¼ 1:1
ªs

ªc

f ck ¼ 0:843 f ck

for concrete compressive strength:
(10)

This method is limited to cases where the tensile

strength of concrete is not a major parameter influ-

encing the limit state; see Sustainable Bridges.5

A structure such as a bridge is subjected to several

actions, permanent and variable loads, and creep and

temperature deviations. In a non-linear analysis the

loads are applied sequentially, in a way similar to a

load test. For example, permanent loads and other vari-

able loads than the point loads of traffic are applied

before the point loads are increased successively up to

failure. Consequently, the axle or bogie load resistance

is determined for the bridge subjected to the other loads

Broo et al.
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acting on it; that is, the effects of these loads are

included in the resistance calculated. Also the actions

on a bridge have variations, but this has not been taken

into account in the analyses performed in this study.

The modelling method for simulating

shear response and shear failure

To include effects of force redistributions, the con-

struction history and the loading sequence, the whole

bridge needs to be modelled. Beam elements are often

suitable for modelling of a complete concrete bridge

structure. Beam elements are, however, not capable of

describing shear cracking and shear failure or a re-

duced torsional stiffness due to cracking. When mod-

elling the shear response with non-linear FEM, it is

important to understand, as far as possible, the non-

linear shear response of reinforced concrete. This is in

order to choose the proper level of detailing, element

types, material models and so on to use in the model.

To be able to simulate the shear response and shear

failure, continuum elements27 or shell elements18 are

needed. At the same time it is important to simplify the

model to avoid analyses that are too time-consuming.

Continuum or shell elements for critical parts of the

structure can be combined with beam elements for

parts that are not critical; see Plos and Gylltoft13 and

Lundgren et al.28 The modelling of the critical part

also, however, needs to be simplified; that is, coarse

mesh and full interaction between reinforcement and

concrete need to be used. These simplifications will

govern the choice of material models and material

properties needed.

In Broo et al.18 a modelling method was worked out

to analyse the shear response and shear failure of

reinforced and prestressed concrete members. The

method was verified for members subjected to shear,

torsion, bending and combinations of these load effects.

The FE program Diana29 was used to analyse several

shear panel tests, orthogonally reinforced and loaded in

pure shear, and reinforced and prestressed beam tests

loaded in bending, shear and torsion. In the specimens

analysed, the shear reinforcement amount varied from

0.2% up to 3% and the thicknesses of the specimens

varied from 0.07 m up to 0.189 m.

In the analyses, the concrete was modelled with four-

node curved shell elements. Full interaction was as-

sumed between the reinforcement or prestressing

strands and the concrete, by using embedded reinforce-

ment layers. The concrete was modelled with a consti-

tutive model based on non-linear fracture mechanics,

and a rotating crack model based on total strain was

used.29 The hardening of concrete in compression was

described by the expression of Thorenfeldt, and the

reduction of the strength owing to transverse tensile

strains was modelled according to Vecchio and Collins,

as described in TNO.29 For the tension softening, two

approaches were compared; see Figure 2.

(a) The curve by Hordijk, as described in TNO,29

where only the fracture energy of plain concrete is

taken into account.

(b) A curve modified according to the expression from

the MCFT by Collins and Mitchell,30 which at-

tempts to take into account also the concrete con-

tribution—that is, tension stiffening, aggregate

interlock and dowel action.

The constitutive relations of the reinforcement and the

prestressing steel were modelled by the von Mises yield

criterion with an associated flow rule and isotropic

hardening.

It was shown that four-node curved shell elements

with embedded reinforcement could describe the non-

linear shear response and predict the shear capacity.

Further, this study implied that an analysis of a rein-

forced or prestressed concrete member subjected to

shear, torsion and bending will predict the load-carrying

capacity and the crack widths on the safe side, if

(a) the fracture energy alone is used to define the soft-

ening branch of the concrete tensile response

(b) the reduction of the compression strength due to

transverse tensile strain is included.

Also some problems were highlighted. If the concrete

compressive failure was localised into a small region,

whose size did not correspond to the size of the speci-

mens used to calibrate the compression relationship

used—that is, the non-linear compression-softening

curve of Thorenfeldt—the model could not predict the

response. Furthermore, reducing the compressive

strength due to lateral strains can result in an unreason-

able response and a premature failure.

0

0·5

1

0
εnn

Hordijk

MCFT

σ n
n
/f c

t

0·0100·005

Figure 2. Comparison of tension-softening relationships

according to Hordijk as described in TNO,29 where only the

fracture energy of plain concrete is taken into account; and

according to MCFT in Collins and Mitchell30 including the

concrete contribution when subjected to shear
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A case study

The Källösund Bridge

The Källösund Bridge, a prestressed concrete box-

girder bridge, was built in 1958–1959 on the Swedish

west coast; see Figure 3. The bridge was constructed

with the free cantilevering method and cast-in-situ con-

crete. The total length of the bridge is about 325 m,

divided in four spans with theoretical span widths of

50 m, 107 m, 107 m and 50 m. It is supported on three

piers and two end abutments. Elevation and plan of the

bridge are shown in Figure 4. In 1982 the bridge was

complemented with a causeway for pedestrians and

bicycles. This causeway is constructed in steel and

mounted on the south side of the bridge; see Figure 5,

which shows the bridge girder cross-section over the

pier and in the mid-span region. The main part of the

Figure 3. The Källösund Bridge, seen from Stenungsön

(in west direction)

(a)

Pier region Mid-span region

2500 2160 2160500

450 4100 450

26
0

74
20

16
00

20
0

30
0

(b)

Figure 5. (a) The bicycle and pedestrian causeway on the

south side of the bridge; (b) bridge girder cross-section,

including the causeway, in the pier and mid-span region

(units: mm)

Cantilever I II III IV V VI

Total bridge length approx 325 m
107 107

2 50 3 50 4 57 5 57 6 50 7 50 8

Hinge Hinge

West pier Centre
pier

East pier

�0 (sea level)

(a)

N

V

ÖS

Mainland

(b)

Tjörn

Figure 4. Elevation and plan of the Källösund Bridge. (Regions with insufficient capacity and critical cross-sections according

to the initial assessment are indicated.) Modified from Enochsson et al.:31 (a) elevation; (b) plan

Broo et al.
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longitudinal reinforcement in the bridge girders is pre-

stressed, and is mostly positioned in the top flange. A

part of the longitudinal prestressed reinforcement is

bent down diagonally in the webs in the outer parts of

the cantilevers; see Figure 6. The bridge slab is also

prestressed in the transversal direction with a reinforce-

ment spacing of 500 mm. The prestressing reinforce-

ment consists of bars with a diameter of 26 mm in

grouted ducts. The level of the prestressing is, after

long-term losses, about 530 MPa and 620 MPa for the

longitudinal and the transversal prestressed reinforce-

ment respectively. The bridge girders have a quite low

amount of non-prestressed reinforcement, generally

� 10 s 300; see Figure 7. More detailed descriptions of

the bridge can be found in Plos and Gylltoft,13 Plos et

al.,26 Enochsson et al.,31 and Plos.32

Previous assessments

In this study the Källösund Bridge was analysed as a

case study, using the modelling method previously

worked out. It would have been preferable to make the

case study on a prestressed concrete bridge that has

been tested to failure owing to shear and torsion. How-

ever, full-scale tests on concrete bridges are rare and

the authors have not been able to find any suitable

tested bridge on which to use the modelling method.

The Källösund Bridge has previously been extensively

assessed and was judged to have insufficient load-car-

rying capacity for combinations of shear and torsion.

In connection with a maintenance and repair inter-

vention, both a conventional structural assessment and

several enhanced assessments with more advanced

methods were performed. In the conventional assess-

ment, linear structural analyses were made and all

possible load combinations, type vehicles and traffic

load positions were evaluated. For each cross-section

the maximum cross-sectional forces were presented.

The required reinforcement amount for each cross-

section was calculated according to the design methods

for concrete structures in the Swedish code BBK 94.33

According to this assessment, strengthening was re-

quired for combinations of shear and torsion along sub-

stantial parts of the bridge; see Figure 8. The most

critical sections were found to be in cantilever II,

26.5 m and 29.5 m from the centre of the west pier.

Figure 8 shows the critical load combination and the

location of the critical section. Figure 7 shows the cri-

tical cross-section with reinforcement. For the critical

load combination and the critical section, a more en-

hanced assessment was performed in a project aiming

at showing how more advanced methods can be used

for more accurate assessments of concrete bridges.26 In

order to try to reveal a higher load-carrying capacity

than the one evaluated in the convectional assessment,

Total number of prestressing bars:

156 148 140 132 124 116 108 100 90 78 66 48 30 20 876

0 1

Etapp
section 2

3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2

3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Figure 6. Main prestressing reinforcement in the cantilever II.

�10s300 �10s400 �26s500 �10s400 �26s1000

3 10s100�

�10s300

�10s300

3 10s100�
�10s300

17 12s250��10s300

�10s300�10s150

�10s300 �10s300

�10s300 �10s300

�10s150

Figure 7. Cross-section and reinforcement layout in the critical section (29.5 m from the west pier, in cantilever II). Longitudinal

prestressing tendons not included. Modified from Plos et al.26
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different more enhanced methods were used on the

bridge. Probabilistic methods taking material properties

and load situation into account were used34 as well as

improved methods for combinations of shear, torsion

and bending.31 In particular the MCFT was used to

evaluate the load-carrying capacity. According to these

evaluations, the bridge was found to have lower bogie

load capacity than required. Furthermore, the load-

carrying capacity of the bridge was evaluated by using

non-linear FE analyses.13,32 Here, a substantially higher

capacity was found. However, the modelling method

used in the FE analyses was not verified against tests

and the results were questioned.26 Therefore, the bridge

was strengthened with glued fibre-reinforced laminates.

The evaluation performed in this study is improved,

compared to the previously undertaken assessment with

non-linear FEM, in several respects

(a) the modelling method used is verified

(b) long-term effects owing to concrete creep are taken

into account

(c) the reinforcement is modelled more accurately

(d ) the final loading with traffic point loads is made

with displacement control

(e) several analyses are undertaken to study some

safety formats that are suitable for evaluation of the

design load capacity by using non-linear analysis.

FE model of the bridge

The non-linear FE program Diana29 and the model-

ling approach presented above were used to

simulate the shear and torsion response of the Källö-

sund Bridge. The model was built up with the same

information and with the same simplifications as the

model used by Plos,32 if nothing else is stated. The

whole bridge was modelled, but only the part that was

most critical to shear and torsion failure was modelled

in detail; see Figure 9. Cantilever II (see Figure 4) was

modelled with shell elements and embedded reinforce-

ment according to the modelling method presented. For

the shell elements in the top and bottom flange, seven

integration points over the thickness were used in order

to describe bending properly. For the shell elements in

the webs, only three integration points were used in

order to save computational time. The rest of the bridge

was modelled with two-node beam elements and linear

material properties. The bridge was cast in segments

that were about 3 m long. In the model there is one

beam element for each segment. The geometric proper-

ties of the beam elements, moment of inertia and

eccentricity were given the mean values for each seg-

ment. The reinforcement and the prestress were not

included in the parts modelled with beam elements.

The piers were assumed to be fixed at the bottom

end. The end spans were simply supported at the abut-

ments. From the node at each end, two inclined stiff

links were used to model the boundary conditions at

the correct positions of the abutments. Here, the ends

of the stiff links were supported in the vertical and

transversal direction; see Figure 10(b). At the mid-span

hinges, the vertical and transversal displacements as

well as the torsional rotations were kept equal for the

nodes on each side. However, the longitudinal displace-

ments and the bending rotations of the connected canti-

lever ends were uncoupled. The west end of the

detailed part was connected to the linear parts—that is,

the west end span and the west pier—through stiff

links; see Figure 10(a). Three-node beam elements with

high stiffness and no density were used to constrain

displacements and rotations between the detailed part

and the linear part. All nodes at the end section of the

detailed part were forced to remain in the plane given

by the end rotation of the connected beam element.

Critical section for
shear and torsion

Influence line

Traffic loads

Figure 8. Influence line for the shear force in the critical cross-section and corresponding critical traffic load position. Modified

from Plos and Gylltoft13

Figure 9. FE model of the Källösund Bridge used for the

case study. Only the part of the bridge critical for shear and

torsion is modelled in detail with curved shell elements,

embedded reinforcement and non-linear material properties.

The rest of the bridge is modelled with beam elements and

linear material properties
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Moreover, the nodes on the part of the cross-section

forming the closed box were forced to keep their rel-

ative distance to each other, in order to simulate the

cross-wall in this section. At the section connected to

the pier, the same type of constraints was used.

Material properties

The material properties used in the analyses are

listed in Table 1 and graphically presented in Fig-

ures 11 and 12. For non-linear FE analysis the non-

linear responses of the materials are needed. Material

models are used to describe these responses; however,

characteristics such as tensile strength, compressive

strength, Young’s modulus and fracture energy are

needed as input for these material models.

When the bridge was designed, the concrete classes

used were K35 for the piers, K55 for the 50 m cantile-

vers, and K50 for the central 57 m cantilevers. In the

analyses, the concrete in the piers was assigned the

characteristic concrete strength, fck, used in the conven-

tional assessment.35 The concrete in the cantilevers has

been tested and evaluated more extensively.26,31,34 How-

ever, the values available in Jeppson et al.34 were con-

sidered too incomplete to evaluate the properties

statistically. Instead, in the analyses, the concrete in the

cantilevers was given the characteristic concrete

strength, fck, statistically evaluated from field tests and

reported in Plos et al.26 All other mean and character-

istic concrete material properties were determined from

fck according to the CEB-FIP model code.36 The design

values used in the analysis are calculated from the

characteristic values according to Boverket,37 with par-

tial safety factors ªn ¼ 1.2 and �ªm for each material,

as presented in Table 1. The mean fracture energy was

evaluated by assuming a maximum aggregate size of

208
209

2209

1209

(b)(a)

Figure 10. Stiff links—that is, beams with high stiffness and

no density—connecting (a) the non-linear modelled part with

the linear modelled parts at the west pier connection, (b) the

linear modelled cantilever VI with the abutments

Table 1. Material properties used in the analyses

Material fm f k fm,EN �ªm fd

Concrete Piers Ec: GPa 32.6 32.6 27.5 1.2 22.6

Cant fcc: MPa 52.7 44.7 37.7 1.5 24.8

fct: MPa 3.80 2.58 2.17 1.5 1.43

Ec: GPa 37.4 37.4 31.5 1.2 26.0

Gf : Nm/m2 186 126 106 — 70

Reinforcing steel � 10 fy: MPa 450 392 431 1.15 284

fu: MPa 630 549 603 1.15 398

�u 0.15 0.15 0.15 — 0.15

Es: GPa 204 200 220 1.05 159

Prestressing steel � 26 fp: MPa 860 770 847 1.15 558

fu: MPa 1110 1000 1100 1.15 725

�g 0.07 0.07 0.07 — 0.07

Ep: GPa 178 174 191 1.05 138
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Figure 11. The concrete uniaxial response for mean,

characteristic, EN, and design material properties used in the

analyses: (a) the tension-softening curves according to

Hordijk as described in TNO;29 (b) the compressive softening

curve according to Thorenfeldt as described in TNO29
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32 mm. The corresponding values were calculated by

choosing a crack band width h ¼ 0.3 m and the same

ultimate crack strain �cr
enn,ult, for the Hordijk tension-

softening curve; see Figure 11(a). The crack band

width corresponds approximately to the mean crack

spacing calculated according to EN 1992-1-1.38

The material properties used for the non-prestressed

and the prestressed reinforcement are in accordance

with the ones reported as statistically evaluated in Plos

et al.26 No hardening parameters were presented for the

non-prestressed reinforcement. Instead, the values pre-

sented in Table 1 are mean values taken from several

other test reports using the same kind of reinforcement,

from the same time period.

FE analyses of the bridge

The model was used to make four non-linear FE

analyses, in order to evaluate the safety formats pre-

sented, one for each set-up of material properties; see

Table 1. The analysis procedure was the same in all

analyses if nothing else is stated. The loads were the

same as in the analysis by Plos.32 However, here the

traffic point loads in the last step were applied with

deformation control instead of load control as in

Plos.32

The bridge response was evaluated for design loads

in the ULS according to the Swedish assessment reg-

ulations for road bridges.22 The ULS load case includes

permanent loads, traffic loads and wind loads. Long-

term effects on the prestressing were taken into ac-

count. The overall redistribution of stresses in the

bridge due to concrete creep was accounted for in an

approximate way, by applying prescribed displacements

to the end supports. These displacements were cali-

brated against measured support reactions in

FB_Engineering;35 see Table 2. Temperature effects

were not taken into account in the analyses.

The analyses were made in steps to include the

construction sequence and the loading history; see Fig-

ure 13. In the analyses, the loads were gradually in-

creased and the abutments and the mid-span hinges

were introduced at certain stages during the construc-

tion. The gravity load of the parts included in the

model was accounted for by the density of reinforced

concrete, r ¼ 25 kN/m3. The gravity load of parts not

included in the model was applied as external loads.

The bridge was loaded with several variable loads

simultaneously: crowd load on the causeway, distribu-

ted traffic load, horizontal and vertical traffic point

loads, and wind loads. The vertical point loads of

traffic in the critical load combination consist of four

type vehicles, with eight point loads of 0.22B for each

vehicle; see Vägverket.22 Hence, the vertical point

loads of traffic were applied to 32 nodes; see Figure

14. To enable deformation-controlled loading for sev-

eral point loads, a separate statically determined ar-

rangement of stiff beams was modelled. The nodes,

where the vertical traffic point loads were applied on

the bridge, were tied to have the same vertical displace-

ments as the corresponding bottom end nodes of the

loading arrangement. The vertical point loads of traffic

were applied by increasing the vertical displacement of

one node at the top beam element in the loading

structure. The resulting vertical reaction force in this

node was used to calculate the applied bogie load B

according to
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Figure 12. The steel response for mean, characteristic, EN,

and design material properties used in the analyses:

(a) ordinary reinforcement and (b) prestressed reinforcement

Table 2. Measured support reactions at the abutments and calculated pre-described

deformations to the model

West abutment East abutment

North South North South

Support reaction: kN �401 �367 �375 �535

Deformation: mm 7.4 6.5 34.5 34.2
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B ¼ 190 þ P

32 3 0:22�
kN (11)

where a dynamic multiplication factor � ¼ 1.06 evalu-

ated in Plos32 was used.

In the first step of the analyses (see Figure 13), the

prestressing forces were released and the gravity load

of the structure was applied. At this stage, only the

piers were supported. In the next step, the end abut-

ments were introduced—that is, the nodes were sup-

ported in the vertical direction—before a gravity load

from concrete filling in the end spans was applied. In

the third step, the hinges in the mid-spans were intro-

duced. The remaining parts of the permanent loads

were then applied, for example the gravity load from

the pavement and the causeway, which completed the

construction phase. In the next step, the pre-described

deformations of the end abutments were introduced, to

account for the effects of concrete creep; see Table 2.

Thereafter, the variable loads were applied up to their

design values, which included the point loads of the

vertical traffic load up to the bogie load B ¼ 190 kN.

The final failure was reached, in the last step, by in-

creasing the vertical point loads of the traffic to obtain

the bogie load resistance, BR.
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Figure 13. Loading sequence and construction history of the bridge for analysis in the ULS, modified from Plos and Gylltoft3
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Figure 14. The point loads of the vertical traffic load were applied in 32 points (on 32 nodes) on the top flange, using a

statically determined arrangement of stiff beams
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In the FE analyses, an implicit solving method was

used. In the final step, the loading was made with

constant deformation increments of 1.0 mm. For each

increment, equilibrium was found by using the BFGS

secant iteration method.29 A line search algorithm

guided with default values.29 was used to increase the

convergence rate in the iteration process. The analysis

was continued if the specified displacement conver-

gence criterion was fulfilled, according to default va-

lue; see TNO.29 If the convergence criterion was not

fulfilled within 200 iterations, the analysis was

stopped.

Results from the analyses

The results shown are from the analysis with mean

material properties if nothing else is stated. The re-

sponse was linear for the whole bridge when subjected

to all permanent loads. This can be seen in Figure 15,

showing the vertical support reaction in the west pier

against deflection of the cantilever II end. Figure 15

also indicates which part of the loading each part of the

response emanates from.

In Figure 16 the increase of the bogie load B

against the applied deformation is shown for the ana-

lyses with: mean material properties, characteristic

material properties, and the material properties accord-

ing to the method in EN 1992-2, respectively.

The maximum bogie loads obtained from these ana-

lyses were BRm ¼ 806 kN, BRk ¼ 626 kN and

BREN ¼ 631 kN respectively. As can be seen from the

results, the response in the analyses was similar and

all three analyses showed the same failure mode. Even

if the shear resistance limited the load-carrying capa-

city in the evaluations previously performed, the fail-

ure obtained in these FE analyses was attributable to

bending, see Figure 17. However, shear cracks were

developed in large regions in the webs, so a shear

response was still observed. In the analysis with mean

material properties, the cracking of the concrete

started at B ¼ 476 kN, with flexural-shear cracks,

going through the top flange and down into the webs;

see Figure 18. The cracks occurred in the sections

where the prestressing tendons are anchored in the top

flange. When the web cracked, yielding was initiated

in the vertical web reinforcement owing to the low

reinforcement amount, 0.16%; see Figure 19. More

cracking occurred, both in the top flange and in the

webs, when the load was increased. In the part of the

cantilever where the bending mode changed from ten-

sion in the top to tension in the bottom, the top

element row of the south web cracked in shear; see

Figure 20. Thereafter, when a bending crack developed

in the bottom of the cross-section close to the end of

the cantilever, the concrete compressive strength in the

top of the web was reduced due to lateral tensile

strains. Hence, the concrete in the compressive zone

crushed when the tensile reinforcement in this section

yielded owing to the low remaining compressive

strength; see Figures 21 and 22.

In the analysis with all material properties given their

design values, the failure occurred for a bogie load

lower than the required design bogie load, B ¼
190 kN—that is, for a load level lower than when the

displacement-controlled loading started. To obtain a

clearly interpretable maximum bogie load for this

analysis, the point loads of the vertical traffic load were

excluded from the fourth load step including variable

loads up to the design value. The point loads were then

applied by displacement-controlled loading in the last

step. The maximum obtained bogie load was then

BRd ¼ 182 kN; see Figure 23. Also this analysis showed

the same failure mode as in all the other analyses—that

is, crushing of concrete owing to bending. In this analy-

sis the shear cracks in the south web occurred for a

bogie load of B ¼ 95 kN, when the top flange was still

uncracked. For a bogie load of B ¼ 134 kN, shear

cracks occurred also in the north web and bending

cracks occurred in the top flange.

Figure 24(a) shows the magnitude of the torsional

moment that was transferred through the link between

cantilever II and cantilever III. It can be seen that more

of the torsional moment was transferred after shear

cracking of cantilever II. This can be compared with

how much shear force was transferred (see Figure
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Figure 17. Deformed shape of cantilever II after maximum load. Result from analysis with mean material properties
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24(b)), which shows that the shear cracking had almost

no effect on the shear transfer.

As can be seen in Figure 20, a large part of the south

web is cracked in shear. When the load increased, the

strain localised in a smaller region, which indicates a

main shear crack; see Figure 25. This main shear crack

developed between section 17.5 m and section 26.5 m,

measured from the centre of the west pier. The inclina-

tion of this main shear crack could be estimated as

approximately 208.

Table 3 presents the load-carrying capacity, ex-

pressed as bogie load resistance, estimated according to

the safety formats presented—that is, the semi-prob-

abilistic ECOV method (ECOV), the method presented

in EN 1992-2 (EN)—and by using partial safety factors

(PSF). The bogie load resistances determined with the

safety formats are also related to the maximum bogie

load obtained from the analysis with mean material

properties. It should be mentioned that in these calcula-

tions and analyses, only variations in material proper-

ties and not in actions have been accounted for.

Discussion

The non-linear FE analysis undertaken with charac-

teristic material properties showed a maximum bogie

load of 626 kN. This is about 50% higher than in the

previous analysis made by Plos and Gylltoft.13 The

analyses made in this study were improved, as men-

tioned, but also performed with other types of elements

and other material models. In the analysis undertaken

by Plos and Gylltoft13 the web started to crack in shear

for a bogie load of B ¼ 360 kN, and after a small in-

crease of load the solution was not convergent, which

resulted in a maximum load of B ¼ 410 kN. In the
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Figure 20. Cantilever II north web, top flange and south web, principal tensile strain at maximum load from analysis with mean

material properties
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present analysis, the shear cracks in the web occurred

for a bogie load of B ¼ 344 kN and the maximum load

was B ¼ 626 kN. The main part of the increased capa-

city is probably governed by the use of a more stable

material model for cracked concrete and by the displa-

cement-controlled loading, which gives a possibility to

increase the load after occurrence of shear cracks in the

web. Taking into account the hardening of the ordinary

reinforcement also increased the load-carrying capa-

city; this increase was, however, quite small owing to

the failure mode.

In Figure 22 it can be seen that, even though the

principal tensile strain for a cracked element is larger

than the ultimate crack strain, tensile stresses are trans-

ferred. This may be due to a known drawback with

rotating crack models when the orientation of the crack

band differs from the orientation of the principal tensile

strains.39 In the previously analysed shear panel tests,

no stresses were transferred after the ultimate crack

strain was reached.18

The analysis with partial safety factors, using design

values of the material properties, gave a very conserva-

tive load-carrying capacity, see Table 3. This was be-

cause the effects from both shear and bending

interacted in the part of the cantilever where the failure

occurred; the reduced concrete compressive strength

owing to lateral tensile strains affects the bending mo-

ment capacity considerably in this part. The south web

cracked for a low bogie load due to the low value of

the concrete tensile strength, fctd ¼ 1.43 MPa. When the

bending crack close to the end developed later, the

lateral tensile strains in the top of the web had in-

creased greatly, and the already low concrete compres-

sive strength—that is, the design value—decreased

even more. Consequently, the moment capacity was

influenced both by the concrete tensile strength and by

the concrete compressive strength. In a normal bending

failure, either the concrete compressive strength or the

steel strength will govern the moment capacity. As can

be seen in Table 3, the other two safety formats gave

approximately the same results, namely a load-carrying
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capacity about 80% higher than in the previously made

FE analysis and more than 100% higher than in the

conventionally made assessment. The disadvantage

with the ECOV method mentioned by Cervenka et al.20

is the need of making two analyses. However, in the

current authors’ opinion, the effort of creating a model

is sufficiently larger than the effort of running two

analyses while only changing the material properties.

Moreover, the analysis undertaken with mean material

properties simulates the most probable response and

would preferably be made anyhow.

From the non-linear FE analyses presented here, it

can be seen from Figure 25 that the main shear crack

developed between section 17.5 m and section 26.5 m,

which also agrees with the results from the previous

analyses made by Plos and Gylltoft.13 The previous

structural assessment using analytical calculation meth-

ods was made with sectional forces for section 29.5 m

and cross-sectional values for this section.31 All these

analytical calculations indicate that the section needed

to be strengthened to resist a bogie load of B ¼ 210 kN.

The higher load-carrying capacity achieved, using

non-linear FE analysis for the assessment compared to

conventional methods, is mainly governed by the loca-

tion and inclination of the critical shear crack. The web

height increases in the shear crack direction. This influ-

ences the length of the shear crack and the amount of

reinforcement activated in the shear crack. This is not

taken into account in the conventional assessment; see

Figure 26 and Table 4. Assuming the same critical

section as in the conventional assessment, but with the

correct length of the shear crack, the reinforcement

contribution to the shear capacity for one web increase

with 13% and 39% for a crack inclination correspon-

dent to cotŁ ¼ 1 and cotŁ ¼ 2.5, respectively. For the
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Figure 25. Principal tensile strains in the south web at maximum load as result from the analysis with mean material properties.

Assumed critical section was 29.5 m from centre of the west pier; in the analysis the main shear crack develops between sections

17.5 m and 26.5 m from centre of west pier

Table 3. Load-carrying capacity for combined shear and torsion, expressed as a bogie

load resistance and safety level

Previously made assessment Assessment made in this study

Conventional FEA PSF EN ECOV

BR: kN ,210 250 182 497 454

Bmean/BR — — 4.42 1.62 1.78
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Figure 26. Length of shear crack calculated with the

conventional assessment illustrated on the south web,

compared with the length of the critical shear crack from the

analysis with mean material properties
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shear crack in the FE analysis this increase was even

higher, namely 48%. The redistribution of torsional

moment owing to cracking may also have a positive

influence on the capacity. However, the redistribution

of the torsional moment shown in Figure 24(a) could

be questioned, because cantilever III is modelled with

linear response. If the load effect in cantilever III is

high enough to cause cracking, the stiffness of this part

would decrease and the redistribution would have be-

come smaller.

Conclusions

In this study it was shown, with a case study, that the

modelling method using shell elements with non-linear

material response for the critical part of a bridge, in

combination with beam elements and linear response

for the rest of the bridge, can simulate the shear re-

sponse. Although a final shear failure was not achieved

in the analyses, it could be concluded that the shear

capacity of this part of the bridge, for this load combi-

nation, is higher than the load-carrying capacity deter-

mined.

The bridge used for the case study presented has

previously been evaluated both with conventional meth-

ods and with non-linear FE analysis; see Plos and

Gylltoft.13 The evaluation in this study was improved

in several respects: the FE modelling method used was

verified, the final loading was made in a displacement-

controlled process, effects of creep and reinforcement

hardening were included, and safety formats suitable

for non-linear analysis were adopted. Here, two semi-

probabilistic formats, namely the so-called ECOV

method and the method presented in EN 1992-2, were

used and compared with the deterministic format using

partial safety factors.

The FE analysis performed in this study revealed a

load-carrying capacity corresponding to about 80%

higher bogie load than in the previously performed FE

analysis and over 100% higher than in a conventionally

made assessment. The higher load-carrying capacity

shown using non-linear FE analysis for the assessment,

compared to conventional methods, is chiefly governed

by the location and inclination of the main shear crack.

Most of the increased capacity compared with the pre-

vious FE analyses is probably due to the use of a more

stable material model for cracked concrete and to the

displacement-controlled loading.

According to the investigated safety formats, for this

structure and this particular load combination, the ana-

lyses with partial safety factors (material properties

with design values) give a very conservative load-

carrying capacity, compared with the more correct

semi-probabilistic formats for non-linear FE analysis.

In the case study presented, only one critical load

combination and one critical region were evaluated. In

a complete assessment of a bridge, alternative load

cases also need to be evaluated.
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